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qaacq exÅitation energies 
 

· qhe computation of electronic excitation spectra ErsLsfpF has now become possible for large moleculesI vi~ efficient 

implementations of timeJdependent density functional theory EqaacqFK aespite its nameI the most common usage of 

qaacq is to compute excited state properties within the linear response frameworkK fn this case of excitation energiesI 

no time dependence in modelledK 

· ft can be noted that if you can get excitation energiesI you can also get excited state potenti~l energy surf~cesK 

 

· tith modern software packagesI qaacq calculations can routinely be performed for molecules with hundreds of atomsK 

tith special software and a lot of hardwareI even larger systems can be studiedK 

· qhusI it is possible to study for example biological systems Eat least parts thereofF and large molecular assemblies 



· qhe quality of excitation energies that you can get from qaacq depends somewhat on the exchangeJcorrelation 

functional used 

 

o oelative excitation energies are reproduced better than absolute values 

o eybrid functionals usually perform better compared to normal ddA functionalsK qhe part of exact exchange that 

they include help to correct for the wrong asymptotic behaviour of most common functional 

 

· AllJinJallI howeverI the results you get from qaacq have been found to be quite satisfactoryI especially considering 

how cheap they are to computeK 

 

· But there are some special types of excitations that the approximate density functionals of today describe quite poorly 

 

o Conical intersections at the excited mbp 

o bxcitations that have double excitation character 

o oydberg excited states 

o Charge transfer exÅitations 

 

· fn charge transfer excitationsI the incoming photon excites an electron which then moves over a large distance in the 

moleculeX qaacq severely underestim~tes these excit~tion energies! 

 



CCO exÅitation energies 
 

· qhe singles and approximate doubles coupled cluster model CCO is an alternative to qaacq for computing excitation 

energies on large systems 

 

· ft is not as efficient as qaacq EyetI at leastFI but quite large systems can already be treatedK lf the wave function based 

methods of computing excitation energies it hasI arguablyI the best priceLperformance ratio 

 

o ft c~n describe charge transfer excitations 

o ptill problems with double excitationsX but you will get a diagnostic that tells you if this is a problem 

 

 

 

cirstI we need to learn the basiÅs of how to use qroBlMlib  

 

 
 

 

 

  



qhe program system qroBlMlib – An introduÅtion 

 

qroBlMlib can compute a lot of stuffI mainly at ecI acqI and CCO levelK vou can get excitation energiesI vibrational 

spectraI circular dichroism spectraI excited state geometriesI etcK ft is quite fastI and has the nice ability to use very high 

symmetry groupsI not only Abelian EnonJdegenerateF point groupsK 

 

· eome pages:  

o httpWLLwwwKturbomoleKcom 

o httpWLLwwwKcosmologicKde  Ejore upJtoJdateI at least for nowF 

§ januals 

§ qutorial 

o httpWLLwwwKturboJforumKcomL 

 

 

 

 

 



qurbomole usage philosophy 
 

· qhe usage of qurbomole has been adapted to the way a rkfu user is workingW 

o Command line driven 

o jany different programsI each one specialized for a limited number of methods andLor properties 

o pcripts are used to combine the functionalities of the programs 

o fnput can be changed by text editors 

o lutput processed by standard rkfu tools EeditorsI grepI awkI KKKFK  

 

 

petting up the qroBlMlib environment on Murska 
 

· qodayI we will be running most calculations interactively 

· iog into jurskaI and request an interactive session 

o bsub=-n=4=-t=4WMM=-q=interactive=-fp=xterm=

 

· qo get access to the interactive programsI give the commandW 

o  module=load=turbomole/S.M==ESKN is availableI but brokenKKKF 

 



aefining your ÅalÅulations 
 

· cirstI you will need a file which contains the coordinates of your molecule 

· fn qurbomoleI this file is named coordI and has the following basic structureW 

Acoord=

====M.MMMMMMMMMMMMMM======M.MMMMMMMMMMMMMM=====-M.NOVRPVROONNNSV======o=

===-N.4PPSNNOTT88M4M======M.MMMMMMMMMMMMMM======N.MO8M8P48VSO4SM======h=

====N.4PPSNNOTT88M4M======M.MMMMMMMMMMMMMM======N.MO8M8P48VSO4SM======h=

Aend=

=

· kote that the Cartesian coordinates are given in atomiÅ unitsI not Ångströms! 

o qhe tools xOt and tOx for transforming between qj format and standard uvw format are handy 

o lpenBabel can handle many more formats 

§ module=load=openbabel=

§ babel=–ixyz=molecule.xyz=–otmol=coord=

§ babel=–ipdb=enzyme.pdb=–otmol=coord=

 

· peÅondI you will use a program called define to specify what kind of calculation you want to performK ptart it in your 

work directory with the command define 



· qhe define program will interactively ask you a lot of stuff 

o that are your coordinates? 

o that is the symmetry of your molecule? 

o that basis set do you want to use?       klqb: rse the new defO basis sets instead of the old def! 

o qhe charge of your molecule? 

o that level of calculation do you 

want to use? 

o etc. 

 

te will go through these interactively during 

the sessionI but some points to considerW 

· At least the m4 grid is recommended 

· qhe following uC functionals can be usedW 

o iaA EsJvwnI pwldaF 

o BmUS EbJpF 

o mBbEMF EpbeI pbeMF 

o BPivm EbPJlypF 

o Beivm EbhJlypF 

o Bivm EbJlypF 



· After running defineI you will have a file named control in your directoryK qhis contains the specifications of your 

calculationK  

 

· jost of the parameters that the define program has put in here are lhI but a few have to be changedW 

o oemove the line that says AscfdumpK qhis keyword tells qurbomole that it should save the orbitals after every 

pCc cycle to diskK qhis will slow down your calculationsI as the disk system on jurska is horribly slowK 

o qo further prevent disk usageI edit the line starting with AthizeI increasing its parameter toW 

§ Athize=====M.NMMMMMMMbHVV    Eonly relevant for non-of ÅalÅs!F=

=

o cor the response calculationsI a well converged reference state is neededI so tighten the energy and density 

convergence criteriaI by editing the following keywordsW=

§ Ascfonv=T== Ea higher value usually doesn’t hurtI but could be beneficialF=

§ Adenconv=N.d-T=

=

=

=

=

=

=



ounning your ÅalÅulations – ec and acq single points 
 

· pCc single points can be computed with two programs 

o dscf= nonJof for eartree—cock and hybrids 

o ridft= ofJacq for pure functionals Efor dp also for ec exchangeF 

 

· qhis must be run before the calculation of the excitation spectraI to get the ground state configuration 

=

· then the job has finishedI it is good to check that the calculation has convergedK A quick check is to see if the file 

named energy in your directory contains a line with the final energyK ft is also a good idea to have a look at the 

dscf.out=/=ridft.out=file for extra information about the computationK=

=

· AlsoI always use eiger for a quick check that you have not ended up in an excited state!=

o cor the excitation energy calcsI the eljl—irjl gap also needs to be positiveX at acq levelI this is not always 

possibleKKK=

 

 

 

 



acq geometry optimisations 
 

· ft might be a good idea to optimise the geometry of your molecule 

· At acq levelI this is simpleI just run the jobex scriptW 

o jobex=–dscf  nonJof acq 

o jobex=–dscf=–ri  ofJacq 

 

· After optimisationI the directory should contain a file named dbl_lmq_ClNsbodba 

o ff it doesn’t something didn’t go smoothlyKKK 

 

· cor some speedupI the pCc convergence thresholds don’t need to be as tight as for the response calcs! 

 



acq singlet exÅitation energies 
 

· qo get qurbomole to compute excitation energies after a successful ground state acq calculation vi~ dscfI it needs 

some extra information on what to calculateK qhis can be done vi~ define or by editing the control file by handK A 

few lines have to be inserted Ebefore the Aend keyword!FW 

o Ascfinstab=rpas=

o Asoes=

o =aN============P=

o =bN============P=

o Arpacor====RMM=

=

· Ascfinstab=rpas=tells qurbomole to perform a qaJacq calculation for singlet excitations=

· qhe Asoes keyword defines how many excitations in each irrep are to be computed Ethe existing irreps depend on the 

symmetry of the moleculeF=

o klqb! After a EsuccessfulF runI you can increase the number of excitations in an irrep and start the calculation 

againX qj will then reuse the already computed excitationsI which saves time! 

· Arpacor tells the program to use about RMM jB of memory for the calculationK qhe moreI the fasterI usuallyK=

 

 



· vou can also let qj create a file for you with all the excitation energies in brief formI by addingW=

o Aspectrum=es==/==Aspectrum=nm==/=Aspectrum=N/cm==/==Aspectrum=a.u.=

· rnfortunatelyI only irreps with allowed transitions are included 

 

· qhe name of the program that computes excitation energies Eat ec and acq levelsF is called escf=

o escf=>=escf.out=

· Check the escf.out file for the information you need=

 

acq triplet exÅitation energies 

 

· qriplet excitation energies are obtained simply by changing the Ascfinstab=keywordW 

o Ascfinstab=rpat=

 

acq exÅitation energies from open-shell ground states 
 

· blectronic excitations for openJshell species can also be obtained easily 

· After computing the dpI excitation energies are obtained in the same way as for closedJshell speciesI with the following 

change to the Ascfinstab keywordW 

o Ascfinstab=urpa=



acq ÅirÅular diÅhroism ECaF speÅtra  
 

· basyI just add the following to control and run escfW=

o Acdspectrum=es==/==Acdspectrum=nm==/=Acdspectrum=N/cm==/==Acdspectrum=a.u.=



sisualizing how the eleÅtron moves when exÅited with acq 
 

· ft is possible to compute the electron density difference between the ground and excited state 

· qhis will show how the electron moves within the molecule when excited 

· cor thisI it is necessary to calculate excited state gradientsK bven if we will not optimize the geometryI the gradient 

calculation provides the information for the density difference 

· vou need to again edit your control file a bitK cirstI insert the following line to compute the difference densitiesW 

o Apointval=

· kextI you need to specify which excitation you want to study closer Eonly one at a time!FK po you need to edit the 

Asoes keyword to only contain one irrepK fn this contextI the highest excitation specified will be computedK cor 

exampleW 

o Asoes=

o ==bN============O=

· qhis will compute the gradientI and at the same time the density difference for only the second state in the irrep bN of 

your molecule 

· qo compute othersI you need to change the Asoes keyword and redo the calculation 

=

· qhe name of the program that computes excited state gradients Eat ec and acq levelsF is called egradW 

o egrad=>=egrad.out=



=

· After finishing the jobI you should have a file called ed.plt=which contains a Pa grid of the density differenceK 

· fn an openJshell calculationI you will also have a file called esd.pltI with the differential spin density 

 

· kote! ff you change the control file to compute the density differences for other irrepsI remember to save your 

ed.plt file with another nameX it will be overwritten! 

=

· qo have a look at the electron density differenceI we will use the glpenjol program installed on jurskaK te will go 

through its usage interactivelyI but to start up the programI use the following commandsK qhe first initializes the 

environmentI the second starts the actual program=

o module=load=gopenmol=

o runglpenjol=

=

bxample:  qhe second lowest excitation in phenylpyrroleI computed at BPivm levelW 

 

=



CCO exÅitation energies 
 

· qo get CCO excitation energies after a successful ground state eartree—cock calculation vi~ dscfI you again need to 

edit the control a bitK fnsert the following linesW 

o AriccO=

o ==ccO=

=

· qhe AriccO keyword defines the model to useK qhe riccO program can actually do computations using several different 

wave function modelsX today we want CCO=

o pee the manual for other optionsW=

· CCpLCfpI CfpEaFI AaCEOFI KKK=

=

· qo get only EsingletF exÅitation energiesI insert the followingW=

o Aexcitations=

o ==irrep=aN===multiplicity=N=nexc=P=

o ==irrep=bN===multiplicity=N=nexc=P=

=

=

=



· qhe Aexcitations keyword is the CCO equivalent of the Ascfinstab and Asoes keywords used for acqI aboveK 

AgainI make a line each for all the irreps=

o multiplicity=N says that we want singlet excitationsI nexc=P defines how many excitations in each irrep 

should be computedK=

o cor triplet excitation energiesI just change the multiplicity to P=

=

· qo get also osÅillator strengthsI add this to the Aexcitations groupW 

o ==spectrum==states=all=

· ff you are computing triplet excitationsI this line must be removedI otherwise qj crashes 

 

· qo get the total density of the ground stateI addW 

o Aresponse=

o ==static=relaxed=

· qhis should give you a file named something like ccO-gsdn-NaN-MMM-total.cao 

 

· qo get densities of exÅited statesI gradients have to be computedI just as in acqX add this to AexcitationsW 

o ==xgrad=states=EbN=OF 

· AgainI only one state at a time can be computed=

· vou will get a file named something like ccO-xsdn-NbN-MMO-total.cao=



· cor parallel runsI ASeAoEDTMPDIo tells qurbomole that temporary files will be written in the same directoryI and has 

to be inserted manually into the control file!=

o ApeAobaqjmafo=

=

· As for acqI you can use the Aspectrum and Acdspectrum keywordsX at CCO level they even seem to work 

properly!=

=

· qhe name of the program that computes excitation energies at CCO level is called riccO 

· fn contrast to acqI the same program computes “everything”I that isI depending on the contents of the control fileI 

either only dp propertiesI or excitation energiesI or gradientsI etcK 

o riccO=>=riccO.out=

=

· Check the riccO.out file for the information you need=

 

· kote: mresentlyI only nonJdegenerate point groups can be used for CCO excitation energies 

o mraÅtiÅal ÅonsequenÅe: ff the symmetry is higherI you need to include all excitations that would have the same 

energy Ein different subsymmetriesI even CNF in your calculationI otherwise convergence problems! 

=

=



sisualizing how the eleÅtron moves when exÅited with CCO 
 

· qo get the density differenÅe between the dp and the upI riccO has to be run in analysis mode after inserting the 

following keywords into controlW 

o Aanadens=

o =calc=ba-NbN-O=from===============<- vou Åan naturally Åhange the file name=

o ===NdM=ccO-xsdn-NbN-MMO-total.cao=<-=CheÅk that you have these files in your =

o ==-NdM=ccO-gsdn-NaN-MMM-total.cao= working direÅtory!=

o Apointval=

=

· vou will get a file called ba-NbN-O.plt by runningW 

o riccO=–fanal=>=riccO-fanal.out=



lptimising exÅited state geometries at acq level 
 

· qj has analytical gradients for excited state optimisations 

· ounning the optimisation is Ein principleF just as easy as for ground states 

· After seleÅting whiÅh state to optimiseI specified as aboveI just run jobex with an extra parameter –exW 

o jobex=–ri=–ex=>=jobex.out 

=

· klqb: bxcited state optimisations can be muÅh more problematiÅ than for ground states 

o then the geometry changesI the order of the exÅited states might change too! 

o As the excited state to be computed is specified and fixedI the optimisation might suddenly start to optimise an 

unwanted state! 

o pudden jumps in gradients are a sign of troubleI and require manual inspection! 

§ grep=db=gradient 

o curther problems with excited states becoming nearJdegenerateX not fun 

o AlsoI with a large enough distortion of the geometry during optimisationI the EaufbauF orbital occupations of 

different symmetries might change! 

 

 



lptimising groundLexÅited state geometries at CCO level 

 

· qo optimise dp geometries at CCO levelI the AriccO field in control needs to be modified toW 

o AriccO=

o ==ccO=

o ==geoopt=model=ccO=

· Check that you do not compute any unnecessary things! EAexcitationsI KKKF=

· After thisI jobex should be run with the following parametersW 

o jobex=–level=ccO=>=jobex.out=

=

· bxÅited state geometries need slightly more input in controlW 

o AriccO=

o ==geoopt=model=ccO=state=EbN=OF=

o Aexcitations=

o ==irrep=bN=nexc=O=

o ==exprop=states=all=operators=diplenIqudlen=

=

· After thisI jobex should be run as for the dp Eno –ex option!FW 

o jobex=–level=ccO=>=jobex.out=



Computing exÅited state vibrational frequenÅies at acq level 
 

· mresentlyI analytical second derivatives are not availableI so frequenÅies have to be Åomputed numeriÅally=

· qhis is done with the Numcorce scriptI which automatically perturbs the optimised geometry as needed=

o qhereforeI the symmetry will be lowered to CN for the single points=

o qhusI the excitation “number” in CN needs to be known!=

· te will interactively go through how to transform a symmetric molecule to CN with defineI and how to figure out 

which excitation is the relevant one=

=

· cor kumcorÅeI a very tight pCc ÅonvergenÅe is ÅruÅial! jinimumW 

o Ascfconv=8=

· qhe effect of the acq grid is also notableI even m4 might be too small for converged results! 

=

· After thisI Numcorce is started with the following parametersW=

o Numcorce=–ri=–ex=O=>=numforce.out=

· -ex=O=tells Numcorce that it is the second excited state Ein CN symmetryF that we want=

=

· ff the geometry distortions lead to a flip in the order of the excited statesI grim times are ahead=

o lne can try to use a smaller step size for the displacements and hope for the best!=



Computing exÅited state vibrational frequenÅies at CCO level=
=

· gust as at acq levelI Numcorce must be usedI and thus CN symmetry!=

· qhe control file should thus contain something likeW=

o AriccO=

o ==geoopt=model=ccO=state=Ea=OF=

o Aexcitations=

o ==irrep=a=nexc=O=

o ==exprop=states=all=operators=diplenIqudlen=

· AgainI make sure that the excitation number EnexcF corresponds to the state you want!=

· qhenI run Numcorce in the same way as you would for a dpI againI with CCOI no –ex parameterW=

o Numcorce=–level=ccO=>=numforce.out=

=

=


